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a b s t r a c t
Wedefine a k-limited packing in a graph,which generalizes a 2-packing in a graph, and give
several bounds on the size of a k-limited packing. One such bound involves the domination
number of the graph, and here we show all trees attaining the bound can be built via
a simple sequence of operations. We consider graphs where every maximal 2-limited
packing is a maximum 2-limited packing, and characterize their structure in a number of
cases.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Consider the following scenarios:
Network Security: A set of sensors is to be deployed to covertly monitor a facility. Too many sensors close to any given
location in the facility can be detected. Where should the sensors be placed so that the total number of sensors deployed is
maximized?
NIMBY: A city requires a large number of obnoxious facilities (such as garbage dumps), but no neighborhood should be
close to too many such facilities, nor should the facilities themselves be too close together. Where should the facilities be
located?
Market Saturation: A fast food franchise is moving into a new city. Market analysis shows that each outlet draws
customers from both its immediate city block and from nearby city blocks. However it is also known that a given city block
cannot support too many outlets nearby. Where should the outlets be placed?
Codes: Information is to be transmitted between two interested parties. This data is first represented by bit strings
(codewords) of length n. It is desirable to be able to use as many of these 2n strings as possible. However, if a single bit
of a codeword is altered during transmission, we should still be able to recover the piece of data correctly by employing a
‘‘nearest neighbor’’ decoding algorithm. How many codewords can be used as a function of n?
A graph model of these scenarios might maximize the size of a vertex subset subject to the constraint that no vertex in
the graph is near toomany of the selected vertices. The well-known packing number of a graph is the maximum size of a set
of vertices B such that for any vertex v the closed neighborhood of v, N[v], satisfies |N[v]∩B| ≤ 1. In this paper we consider
relaxing this constraint to |N[v] ∩ B| ≤ k, for some fixed integer k.
Our notation is standard. Specifically, given a graph G then V (G) is the set of vertices of G, γ (G) is the domination number
of G, ρ(G) is the 2-packing number, δ(G) is the minimum degree of a vertex in G, ∆(G) is the maximum degree of a vertex
in G, and for a vertex v ∈ V (G), N[v] is the closed neighborhood of v, which is the set of vertices adjacent to v along with v
itself. The girth of a graph is the length of the shortest cycle in the graph, which is said to be infinite if the graph is a forest.
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Fig. 1. The path P5 .
A vertex of degree one is a leaf, and a stem is a vertex that is adjacent to at least one leaf. The symbol Pt denotes the path
with t vertices, and if a vertex v in a tree is adjacent to a stem of degree 2, we will say v has a P2 attached.
Definition 1. Let G be a graph, and let k ∈ N. A set of vertices B ⊆ V (G) is called a k-limited packing in G provided that for
all v ∈ V (G), we have |N[v] ∩ B| ≤ k.
In [1], the author introduces a notation unifying the description of many graph theoretic parameters. Specifically, in the
context of a given graph G, a set B ⊆ V (G) is called a [ρ≤k, σ≤k−1]-set provided any vertex v in G has |N[v] ∩ B| ≤ k, which
is what we are calling a k-limited packing. Similarly a 2-limited packing in a graph would be called a [ρ≤2, σ≤1]-set.
A k-limited packing B in a graph G is calledmaximal if there does not exist a k-limited packing B′ in G such that B ( B′. A
k-limited packing B in a graph G is calledmaximum if there does not exist a k-limited packing B′ in G such that |B| < |B′|.
For example, on the path P5 as indicated in Fig. 1, the sets {1, 3, 5} and {1, 2, 4, 5} are 2-limited packings in P5. Both sets
are maximal 2-limited packings in P5, and the set {1, 2, 4, 5} is a maximum 2-limited packing in P5. We are interested in the
maximum size of a k-limited packing in an arbitrary graph.
Definition 2. Let G be a graph, and let k ∈ N. The k-limited packing number of G, denoted Lk(G), is defined by
Lk(G) = max{|B|| B is a k-limited packing in G }.
If a subset of vertices B is a 2-packing then the distance between any pair of distinct vertices in B is at least 3, inwhich case
|N[v] ∩ B| ≤ 1 for any vertex v in the graph, so B is also a 1-limited packing. But a 1-limited packing B has |N[v] ∩ B| ≤ 1
for any vertex v, and so the distance between any pair of distinct vertices in B is at least 3. Thus 1-limited packings and
(distance) 2-packings are the same, and so L1(G) = ρ(G).
Since a k-limited packing is also a (k+ 1)-limited packing we immediately obtain the following inequalities:
ρ(G) = L1(G) ≤ L2(G) ≤ · · · ≤ L∆(G)+1(G) = |V (G)|.
Wecollect someeasily verified facts about the k-limitedpackingnumbers of some familiar graphs in the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let m, k, n ∈ N with m ≥ 3. Then,
• L1(Pm) = dm3 e,
• L2(Pm) = d 2m3 e• L1(Cm) = bm3 c
• L2(Cm) = b 2m3 c• Lk(Km) = min{k,m}
• Lk(Km,n) =
{
1 if k = 1,
min{k− 1,m} +min{k− 1, n} if k > 1.
2. Bounds on k-limited packings
In this section we bound the k-limited packing number of a graph G. First we observe some connections to domination
numbers of G.
For a positive integer k ≤ δ(G)+ 1, a subset D of V (G) is called a k-tuple dominating set in G if |N[v] ∩ D| ≥ k for every
vertex v ∈ V (G). The minimum cardinality of a k-tuple dominating set in G is denoted by γ×k(G). The familiar domination
number is thus γ (G) = γ×1(G).
Lemma 4. Let G be a graph with maximum degree∆ and minimum degree δ, and let {B, R} be a partition of V (G). Then:
1. If k ≤ δ − 1 and B is a (δ − k)-limited packing in G, then R is a (k+ 1)-tuple dominating set in G.
2. If k ≤ ∆− 1 and R is a (k+ 1)-tuple dominating set in G, then B is a (∆− k)-limited packing in G.
Proof. Let B be a (δ − k)-limited packing in G. Then for any vertex v in Gwe have |N[v] ∩ B| ≤ δ − k. Since |N[v]| ≥ δ + 1,
we have |N[v] ∩ R| ≥ (δ + 1)− |N[v] ∩ B| ≥ (δ + 1)− (δ − k) = k+ 1. Thus R is a (k+ 1)-tuple dominating set in G.
This establishes (1). The proof of (2) is similar and is omitted. 
When the graph is regular even more can be said.
Lemma 5. If G is an r-regular graph, and k ≤ r − 1, then
Lr−k(G)+ γ×(k+1)(G) = |V (G)|.
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Proof. Lemma 4 implies if B is a maximum (δ − k)-limited packing in G, then R = V (G)− B is a (k+ 1)-tuple dominating
set in G, and so Lδ−k(G) = |B| = |V (G)| − |R| ≤ |V (G)| − γ×(k+1)(G). Also, if R is a minimum (k+ 1)-tuple dominating set in
G, then B is a (∆− k)-limited packing in G, and so L∆−k(G) ≥ |B| = |V (G)|− |R| = |V (G)|−γ×(k+1)(G). When G is r-regular,
r = δ = ∆, which implies Lr−k(G) = |V (G)| − γ×(k+1)(G), from which the theorem assertion follows. 
The following bound also involves the domination number, and arises naturally when considering linear programs
associated with k-limited packings.
Lemma 6. If G is a graph, then Lk(G) ≤ kγ (G). Furthermore, equality holds if and only if for any maximum k-limited packing B
in G and any minimum dominating set D in G both the following hold:
1. For any b ∈ B we have |N[b] ∩ D| = 1.
2. For any d ∈ D we have |N[d] ∩ B| = k.
Proof. Let B be any maximum k-limited packing in G, and let D be any minimum dominating set in G. Let U be the set of
ordered pairs {(b, d)|b ∈ B, d ∈ D, and b ∈ N[d]}. For every b ∈ B, there is at least one d ∈ D such that b ∈ N[d] since D is a
dominating set for G, and hence |B| ≤ |U|. For each d ∈ D, we know |N[d] ∩ B| ≤ k, since B is a k-limited packing, and hence
there are at most k vertices b ∈ Bwith (b, d) ∈ U , and so |U| ≤ k|D|. Thus Lk(G) = |B| ≤ |U| ≤ k|D| = kγ (G).
From these inequalities we see Lk(G) = kγ (G) holds if and only if |N[b] ∩ D| = 1 for each b ∈ B, and |N[d] ∩ B| = k for
each d ∈ D. As B is an arbitrary maximum k-limited packing in G, and D is an arbitrary minimum size dominating set in G,
the result follows. 
One can bound the size of a k-limited packing solely in terms of the number of vertices in G.
Lemma 7. If G is a connected graph with |V (G)| ≥ 3, then L2(G) ≤ 45 |V (G)|.
Proof. Let B be amaximum2-limited packing inG.We count the number, e, of edgeswith an endpoint in both B andV (G)−B.
Since B is a 2-limited packing, the induced subgraph G[B] has maximum degree 1, and hence the components of G[B] are
either isolated vertices or P2’s. Since G is connected, and |V (G)| ≥ 3, each component in G[B] has an edge (in G) to some
vertex in V (G)− B, and so e is at least as large as the number of components in G[B], and so |B|/2 ≤ e. Since B is a 2-limited
packing each vertex in V (G) − B has at most two neighbors in B. Hence e ≤ 2(|V (G)| − |B|). Together these inequalities
imply |B|/2 ≤ 2(|V (G)| − |B|), which implies |B| ≤ 45 |V (G)|. 
The upper bound |B| = 45 |V (G)| is achieved only if both inequalities in the proof hold with equality. This means every
vertex in V (G) − B has two P2’s attached, and all the vertices in these P2’s are in B. Given any graph H we can attach two
P2’s to every vertex in the graph to obtain a new graph containing H where this bound is met; in particular the newly added
vertices are a 2-limited packing in G.
If we impose constraints on the minimum degree δ(G) of G, then similar reasoning gives the following.
Lemma 8. If G is a connected graph, and δ(G) ≥ k, then Lk(G) ≤ kk+1 |V (G)|.
This bound can always be achieved; let H be any connected graph, and to each vertex v in H attach a new Kk by making
v adjacent to each vertex in the Kk. The resulting graph G has Lk(G) = k|V (H)| = kk+1 |V (G)|. When k = 2 the cycles C3m are
another family of graphs which achieve this bound.
When the graph is regular stronger bounds are possible. The following is representative.
Lemma 9. Let G be a cubic graph. Then 14 |V (G)| ≤ L2(G) ≤ 12 |V (G)|.
3. Uniformly 2-limited graphs
A greedy algorithm will quickly find a maximal k-limited packing in a graph, but that set will not usually be a maximum
k-limited packing. In this sectionwe consider graphs Gwhere everymaximal 2-limited packing in G is amaximum2-limited
packing. This is the same as saying that every maximal 2-limited packing in G has the same cardinality.
Definition 10. A graph G is said to be uniformly 2-limited if every maximal 2-limited packing in G has the same cardinality.
For example P3 is uniformly 2-limited, but P4 and P5 are not. The following gives a sufficient condition for a graph G to
be uniformly 2-limited.
Lemma 11. Let G be a graph, and let {s1, s2, . . . , sm} be the set of stems in G. Suppose that {N[si]|1 ≤ i ≤ m} is a partition of
V (G), and if a stem si is adjacent to exactly one leaf, then all non-leaf neighbors of si have degree 2. Then G is uniformly 2-limited.
Proof. Let B be a maximal 2-limited packing in G, and so |N[si] ∩ B| ≤ 2 for each stem si. We will first show |N[si] ∩ B| = 2
for each si. On the contrary suppose some stem si has |N[si] ∩ B| < 2.
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One possibility is that the stem si is adjacent to at least two leaves. Since |B ∩ N[si]| < 2, one of the leaves, say li, is not
in B. But then B ∪ {li} is also a 2-limited packing, contradicting the maximality of B.
The other possibility is that the stem si is adjacent to exactly one leaf li. If li 6∈ B then B ∪ {li} is a 2-limited packing,
contradicting the maximality of B. So we must have li ∈ B, and also si 6∈ B since |N[si] ∩ B| < 2. The set B′ = B ∪ {si} is also
a 2-limited packing in G; in particular any non-leaf neighbor v of si must satisfy |N[v] ∩ B′| ≤ 2 since v has degree 2 and
v 6∈ B′. So again we have contradicted the maximality of B.
Thus each stem si has |N[si]∩B| = 2, and as the set {N[si]|1 ≤ i ≤ m} is a partition ofV (G), |B| =∑1≤i≤m |N[si]∩B| = 2m.
But as Bwas an arbitrary maximal 2-limited packing in G, every maximal 2-limited packing in G has the same size 2m. 
The main result of this section is that the conditions of Lemma 11 are also necessary when a uniformly 2-limited graph
G contains leaves and has girth at least 11. We will use the following notational convenience.
Definition 12. Denote byU2 the set of uniformly 2-limited graphs;
U2 = {G| G is a uniformly 2-limited graph}.
We first prove a series of conditions necessary for inclusion inU2.
Lemma 13. If the graph G contains two adjacent stems, then G 6∈ U2.
Proof. Suppose that G contains adjacent stems s1 and s2, with adjacent leaves l1, l2 respectively. Extend {s1, s2} to B, a
maximal 2-limited packing in G. Since {s1, s2} ⊆ B, and s1 and s2 are adjacent, and B is a 2-limited packing in G, l1 and
l2 are not in B. The set B′ = (B− {s2}) ∪ {l1, l2} is also a 2-limited packing in G, and |B′| = |B| + 1. Thus there are maximal
2-limited packings in G of different sizes, so G 6∈ U2. 
Lemma 14. If G has two stems s1, s2 such that s1 and s2 are distance 2 apart, and either s1 is adjacent to at least two leaves or
s1 has degree 2, then G 6∈ U2.
Proof. Firstly suppose that stems s1, s2 are distance 2 apart, each being adjacent to a vertex z, and s2 is adjacent to leaf l2 and
s1 is adjacent to two leaves l1, l′1. Extend {s2, z, l1} to B, a maximal 2-limited packing in G. Because B is a 2-limited packing
in G already containing {s2, z, l1}, it cannot also contain l2 or l′1. Then B′ = (B− {z})∪ {l2, l′1} is a 2-limited packing in G, and|B′| = |B| + 1. Thus there are maximal 2-limited packings in G of different sizes, so G 6∈ U2.
Next suppose that stems s1, s2 are distance 2 apart, each being adjacent to a vertex z, and s1 has degree 2, and s1 is
adjacent to leaf l1, and s2 is adjacent to leaf l2. In this case extend {s2, z, l1} to B, a maximal 2-limited packing in G. In this
case B′ = (B− {z}) ∪ {s1, l2} is also a 2-limited packing in G, and |B′| = |B| + 1. Thus there are maximal 2-limited packings
in G of different sizes, and so G 6∈ U2. 
Lemma 15. If G is a graph with girth at least 5, with two stems at distance two apart, then G 6∈ U2.
Proof. Let G be a graph with girth at least 5, and let s1, s2 be stems of G at distance two apart, with a common neighbor z. In
light of Lemma 14, we may assume s1 is adjacent to exactly one leaf l1 and at least one non-leaf vertex u1 6= z, and similarly
s2 is adjacent to exactly one leaf l2 and a non-leaf vertex u2 6= z. Since G has girth at least 5, the vertices s1, l1, u1, z, s2, l2, u2
are distinct and there does not exist a vertexw in Gwith {u1, u2, z} ⊆ N[w]. Hence the set {u1, u2, z} is a 2-limited packing
in G, and we can extend it to B, a maximal 2-limited packing in G. But the set (B− {z}) ∪ {l1, l2} is also a 2-limited packing
in Gwith cardinality |B| + 1. Hence there are maximal 2-limited packings in G having different sizes, and so G 6∈ U2. 
Lemma 16. Suppose that G is a graph with girth at least 11, and G ∈ U2. Then any vertex v in G that is distance 2 from a stem
is adjacent to exactly one stem.
Proof. Suppose that G is a graph with girth at least 11, and G ∈ U2, and s is a stem in Gwith an adjacent leaf l. Suppose that
vertex v is distance 2 from s, and vertex z is adjacent to both s and v. By Lemma 13, z is not a stem and so v is not a leaf, so
let C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm} be the (nonempty) set of neighbors of v other than z. By Lemma 15, v cannot be a stem, and so no
ci is a leaf. For each ci ∈ C , let Di = {di1, di2, . . . , diki} be the (nonempty) set of neighbors of ci other than v.
To complete the proof, wemust show that exactly one of the ci’s is a stem. By Lemma 15, we know that at most one of the
ci’s is a stem, so by way of contradiction assume that none of the ci’s is a stem. We now build a maximal 2-limited packing
B. Start by placing vertices s, z into B. To extend Bwe consider each vertex ci and associated neighbors Di of ci in turn.
If Di contains a stem, then without loss of generality, this stem is di1, with leaf ei1. In this case place di1 and ei1 into B. Any
other vertex dij in Di, with j > 1 (if it exists) has a neighbor eij other than ci since ci is not a stem. Since di1 is a stem dij is not
a stem (by Lemma 15) and so eij has a neighbor fij other than dij. Place eij and fij into B.
If Di does not contain a stem, then since ci is not a stem, di1 has a neighbor ei1 other than ci. Place di1 and ei1 in B. Any
vertex dij ∈ Di with j > 1 (if it exists) has a neighbor eij other than ci since ci is not a stem. Since Di does not contain stems
dij is not a stem and so eij has a neighbor fij other than dij. Place eij and fij into B.
For the resulting set B, there is no vertexw ∈ G for which |N[w]∩ B| > 2 because any such vertex would lie on a cycle of
length at most 10 and the girth of G is at least 11. Thus B is a 2-limited packing, and we can extend B to a maximal 2-limited
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packing B′ in G. The way B is constructed ensures that each vertex ci is adjacent to exactly one vertex in B′. Therefore, the set
B′′ = (B′ − {z}) ∪ {l, v} is also a 2-limited packing in G, with cardinality |B′| + 1. Hence G has maximal 2-limited packings
of different sizes, contradicting the fact that G ∈ U2, and hence exactly one of the ci’s is a stem. 
Lemma 17. Let G be a connected graph inU2 with girth at least 11, and suppose G has at least one stem. Then every vertex that
is not a stem is adjacent to exactly one stem.
Proof. In G, a vertex that is not a stem cannot be adjacent to two stems by Lemma 15, so suppose G contains a vertex v that
is not a stem and that is not adjacent to a stem. Among all stems in G let s be one closest to v, and consider a shortest path
v, u1, u2, . . . , ut , s from v to s. If the path has length 2 then by Lemma 16 we know v must be adjacent to a stem which is a
contradiction. If this path has length three or more (so t ≥ 2) then Lemma 16 implies vertex ut−1 is adjacent to a stem s′, in
contradiction to s being the closest stem to v. 
Theorem 18. Let G be a connected, uniformly 2-limited graph of girth at least 11. Suppose {s1, s2, . . . , sm} is the set of stems in
G, and m ≥ 1. Then the set {N[si]|1 ≤ i ≤ m} is a partition of V (G), and if a stem si is adjacent to exactly one leaf, then all
non-leaf neighbors of si have degree 2.
Proof. Suppose graph G satisfies the requirements of the theorem. Lemmas 13 and 17 imply that the set {N[si]|1 ≤ i ≤ m}
is a partition of V (G), so the first assertion follows.
Now suppose some stem, say s1, is adjacent to exactly one leaf l1, and further has a non-leaf neighbor y1 of degree at least
3. Let B1 be a set consisting of each stem si and one leaf from those leaves adjacent to each si. Because the sets N[si] partition
V (G), the set B1 is a 2-limited packing. In fact, the set B1 is a maximal 2-limited packing since it intersects each set N[si] in
two vertices, so adding another vertex to B1 would cause some si to have |N[si] ∩ B1| > 2. We now build a second maximal
2-limited packing B2 as follows. Choose two non-stem neighbors yi and yj of y1 (elements of N[si] and N[sj], respectively,)
and put {yi, si, yj, sj} into B2. For each of any remaining non-leaf neighbors z of s1, choose a non-stemneighbor zk (an element
of N[sk]) and put {zk, sk} in B2. The set B2 is a 2-limited packing for G because any vertex v with |N[v] ∩ B2| > 2 would lie
on a cycle of length at most 8, contradicting the fact that the girth of G is 11 or more. So we can extend B2 to a maximal
2-limited packing in G. The only vertex from N[s1] that could be in the resulting maximal 2-limited packing B2 is the leaf
l1. Since this 2-limited packing in G contains at most 2 vertices from each other N[si], we have |B2| < 2m. But B1 contains
exactly two vertices from each N[si], and so |B1| = 2m. Thus |B2| < |B1|, contradicting the fact that G ∈ U2. 
In light of Lemma 11, the conditions of Theorem 18 are in fact necessary and sufficient conditions for a graph of girth at
least 11 that contains a stem to be uniformly 2-limited. In particular, these conditions are necessary and sufficient for a tree
to be uniformly 2-limited.
In fact, it is possible to show that many graphs without stems are not uniformly 2-limited.
Lemma 19. If G has girth at least 14 and has minimum degree at least 2, then G 6∈ U2.
The proof is omitted; the basic idea is to take a P4 in G, x, y, z, u, and extend {y, z} to a maximal 2-limited packing B in
such a way that (B− {y}) ∪ {x, u} is also a 2-limited packing with cardinality |B| + 1.
4. Trees T with L2(T ) = 2γ(T )
By Lemma 6, all graphs G satisfy L2(G) ≤ 2γ (G). In this section we give a constructive characterization of those trees
that attain this bound. First we note that the graphs considered in the last section are relevant here.
Lemma 20. If T is a tree and T is uniformly 2-limited, then L2(T ) = 2γ (T ).
Proof. Let {s1, s2, . . . , sm} be the set of stems in T . By Theorem 18 we know {N[si]|1 ≤ i ≤ m} is a partition of V (T ), and
everymaximal 2-limited packing B in T contains exactly two vertices from each set in the partition, so L2(T ) = 2m. The set of
stems of T are a dominating set of T , so γ (T ) ≤ m ≤ L2(T )/2. Since L2(T ) ≤ 2γ (T ) by Lemma6wehave L2(T ) = 2γ (T ). 
For brevity we name the trees of interest in this section.
Definition 21. Define
L2 = {T |T is a tree and L2(T ) = 2γ (T )}.
Lemma 20 says that every uniformly 2-limited tree is inL2. However, the tree shown in Fig. 2 is inL2 but is not uniformly
2-limited. Hence the set of uniformly 2-limited trees are a strict subset of L2. Before giving an algorithmic description of
the setL2, we state some necessary conditions for inclusion inL2. Although stated for trees, the following lemma holds for
any graph Gwith L2(G) = 2γ (G).
Lemma 22. Let T ∈ L2. Then both of the following hold:
• T does not contain a stem that also has a P2 attached.• T does not contain a vertex that has three P2’s attached.
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Fig. 2. A tree T with L2(T ) = 2γ (T ) that is not uniformly 2-limited.
Fig. 3. Subgraphs that cannot occur in a tree inL2 .
Proof. Suppose T contains a stem s adjacent to a leaf l andwith a P2, say ab, attached, as shown in Fig. 3. Let B be amaximum
2-limited packing in T . By switching some vertices in Bwith others in V (G)− B if necessary, wemay assume that B contains
the three vertices l, a, b. Let D be a minimum dominating set for T . By switching some vertices in Dwith others if necessary,
we may assume that D contains the two stems s, a. But then T has a minimum dominating set D and a maximum 2-limited
packing B where vertex a ∈ B has |N[a] ∩ D| = 2 > 1, and therefore by Lemma 6 the graph T cannot have L2(T ) = 2γ (T ),
and so T 6∈ L2.
Next suppose T contains a vertex v adjacent to three P2’s as illustrated in Fig. 3. Let B be a maximum 2-limited packing in
T . By switching some vertices in Bwith others if necessary, wemay assume that B contains the five vertices a2, a1, b2, b1, c2,
and also that v, c1 6∈ B. LetD be aminimumdominating set for T . By switching some vertices inDwith others if necessary, we
may assume that D contains the three stems a1, b1, c1. But then graph T has a minimum dominating set D and a maximum
2-limited packing B such that for vertex c1 ∈ Dwe have |N[c1] ∩ B| = 1 < 2, and therefore by Lemma 6 the graph T cannot
have L2(T ) = 2γ (T ), so T 6∈ L2. 
Our aim is to show thatL2 is precisely the set C defined next.
Definition 23. Let C be the set of graphs consisting of P2 together with any tree that can be obtained from P2 by any finite
sequence of the following operations.
1. Add a new leaf to any stem s already in the graph. We refer to this as a type-1 operation at s.
2. Add a new P3 to the graph, making a leaf of the new P3 adjacent to any vertex x already in the graph. We refer to this as
a type-2 operation at x.
3. Add a new P3 to the graph, making the central vertex of the P3 adjacent to any vertex x already in the graph that is not in
some maximum 2-limited packing in the graph. We refer to this as a type-3 operation at x.
4. Add a new P5 to the graph, making the central vertex of the P5 adjacent to any vertex x already in the graph that is not in
some maximum 2-limited packing in the graph. We refer to this as a type-4 operation at x.
Fig. 4 illustrates the various operations.
Theorem 24. Each tree T in C has L2(T ) = 2γ (T ). (In brief: C ⊆ L2.)
Proof. The path P2 ∈ L2. Suppose that a tree T ∈ C is in L2, so L2(T ) = 2γ (T ). We show a new tree T ′ ∈ C constructed
from T using any of the four operations defining C is in L2 also, and so C ⊆ L2 will follow inductively. We consider the
four operations in turn.
Let s be a stem in T ; since T ∈ L2, we have L2(T ) = 2γ (T ). Apply a type-1 operation to T at s to obtain tree T ′. Because
s is a stem in T we may assume a minimum dominating set of T contains s, and so dominates T ′, and so γ (T ′) ≤ γ (T ). A
2-limited packing in T is also a 2-limited packing in T ′, so L2(T ′) ≥ L2(T ) = 2γ (T ) ≥ 2γ (T ′). But since L2(T ′) ≤ 2γ (T ′) by
Lemma 6 we have L2(T ′) = 2γ (T ′) and hence T ′ ∈ L2.
Let x be any vertex in T . Apply a type-2 operation to T at x to obtain tree T ′. A dominating set for T along with the new
stem dominates T ′, so γ (T ′) ≤ γ (T )+ 1. A maximum 2-limited packing in T along with the new leaf and stem is 2-limiting
for T ′, so L2(T ′) ≥ L2(T )+ 2. Thus L2(T ′) ≥ L2(T )+ 2 = 2γ (T )+ 2 = 2(γ (T )+ 1) ≥ 2γ (T ′). But since L2(T ′) ≤ 2γ (T ′) by
Lemma 6 we have L2(T ′) = 2γ (T ′) and hence T ′ ∈ L2.
Let x be a vertex of T that is not in some maximum 2-limited packing B in T . Apply a type-3 operation to T at x to obtain
tree T ′ with new leaves u, v. A dominating set for T along with the new stem dominates T ′, so γ (T ′) ≤ γ (T ) + 1. Since
x 6∈ B, the set B ∪ {u, v} is a 2-limited packing in T ′. Thus L2(T ′) ≥ L2(T ) + 2 = 2γ (T ) + 2 = 2(γ (T ) + 1) ≥ 2γ (T ′). As
above this implies L2(T ′) = 2γ (T ′) and so T ′ ∈ L2.
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Fig. 4. The effect of the operations defining C.
Fig. 5. Structure of T ′ around c.
Finally, let x be a vertex of T that is not in some maximum 2-limited packing B in T , and apply a type-4 operation to T
at x to obtain tree T ′. A dominating set for T , along with the two new stems will dominate T ′ so γ (T ′) ≤ γ (T ) + 2. Since
x 6∈ B, the set B along with the new leaves and stems is 2-limiting for T ′, so L2(T ′) ≥ L2(T )+ 4. Thus L2(T ′) ≥ L2(T )+ 4 =
2γ (T )+ 4 = 2(γ (T )+ 2) ≥ 2γ (T ′), and again T ′ ∈ L2 follows. 
Theorem 25. If tree T has L2(T ) = 2γ (T ), then T ∈ C. (In brief:L2 ⊆ C.)
Proof. We proceed inductively on the number of vertices. No tree on one vertex is inL2, and the only tree on two vertices
in L2 is the path P2, and this tree is in C also. So inductively assume that for some positive integer n ≥ 2, all trees T in L2
with |V (T )| ≤ n are contained in C. Let tree T ′ have n+ 1 vertices and assume T ′ ∈ L2. We will show T ′ ∈ C.
First suppose T ′ has a stem s adjacent to at least three leaves l1, l2, l3. Clearly there is a minimum dominating set D of T ′
not containing l1 and similarly there is a maximum 2-limited packing B in T ′ not containing l1. Let T = T ′ − l1. Since l1 6∈ D,
D dominates T , and since l1 6∈ B, B is a 2-limited packing for T , and so L2(T ) ≥ |B| = 2|D| ≥ 2γ (T ) and hence T ∈ L2 by
Lemma 6. Since T has n vertices by hypothesis T ∈ C. As T ′ can be obtained by applying a type-1 operation to T at swe have
T ′ ∈ C also.
Suppose tree T ′ on n+1 vertices is inL2 and has no stem adjacent to three or more leaves. Let L be a longest path in tree
T ′. If T ′ has diameter 2 it is a star and is in C, so we can assume the length of L is 3 or more, and that the sequence of vertices
in the path L is a, b, c, d, . . . where a is a leaf. As L was a longest path, and the distance between a and c is 2, and T ′ has no
stems with 3 or more leaves attached, the components of T ′ − c not containing vertex d are either single vertices, or P2’s,
P3’s. Furthermore in the last case it is the middle vertex in the P3 that is adjacent to vertex c in T ′. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.
If some component of T ′−c is a single vertex, then c is a stem in T ′, and so by Lemma22 the component of T ′−c containing
vertices a, b is a P3, containing exactly one further vertex x. Let T = T ′ − {a, b, x}. Since c is a stem in T ′, γ (T ) ≤ γ (T ′)− 1.
Since we may assume some maximum 2-limited packing B in T ′ contains vertices a and x, L2(T ) ≥ L2(T ′) − 2. Thus
L2(T ) ≥ L2(T ′) − 2 = 2γ (T ′) − 2 = 2(γ (T ′) − 1) ≥ 2γ (T ) and so L2(T ) = 2γ (T ) by Lemma 6. Thus T is also in C
by hypothesis. Further, this tells us B−{a, x} is a maximum 2-limiting set for T that does not contain c , so T ′ can be obtained
by applying a type-3 operation to T at c , and so T ′ ∈ C also.
If no component of T ′ − c is a single vertex, then the components of T ′ − c that do not contain vertex d are P2’s and
P3’s; Assume that there are αP3’s and βP2’s, so α + β ≥ 1, and by Lemma 22, β ≤ 2. Let T be the tree obtained by
removing these αP3’s, and these βP2’s, and the vertex c from T ′. (In other words, T is the component of T ′ − c containing
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the vertex d.) Because T ′ − c has this structure we can assume T ′ has a minimum dominating set D such that D − V (T )
consists precisely of every neighbor of c (except d), of which there are α + β in number, and not vertex c , and so
γ (T ) ≤ γ (T ′)− (α+β). Similarly this structure ensures T ′ has a maximum 2-limiting set B containing exactly two vertices
from each of these α + β components, and c 6∈ B. So L2(T ) ≥ L2(T ′) − 2(α + β). Thus, as L2(T ′) = 2γ (T ′), we have
L2(T ) ≥ L2(T ′) − 2(α + β) = 2γ (T ′) − 2(α + β) = 2(γ (T ′) − (α + β)) ≥ 2γ (T ), and so as before Lemma 6 ensures
L2(T ) = 2γ (T ), so T ∈ C by hypothesis.
If we show T ′ can be obtained from T by an appropriate sequence of the operations that define C, then we have T ′ ∈ C
and our result will follow inductively. For this we consider the possibilities for β . If β = 2 then B cannot contain d, and so a
type-4 operation to T at d followed by α applications of a type-3 operation at c gives T ′. If β = 1 a type-2 operation to T at
d, followed by α applications of a type-3 operation at c gives T ′. If β = 0 then α ≥ 1 so a type-2 operation, followed by a
type-1 operation, followed by α − 1 type-3 operations will produce tree T ′ from tree T . 
5. Summary
In this paper we introduce k-limited packings in a graph. It is natural to question whether the main result in Section 3,
the structural characterization of graphs of girth at least 11 that are uniformly 2-limited, in fact applies to graphs of some
lower girth as well. Similarly onewonders if a characterization of the sort in Section 4, for trees T with L2(T ) = 2γ (T ), exists
for non-trees.
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